African Broadcast TV Channel Solutions
For Africa Centric TV Channels and Broadcasters there is no better place than ECS, European Communication Services.
ECS’ solutions meet the two biggest trends in African broadcasting: Bringing access to leading African TV channels in
reaching their diaspora audiences around the world and Enabling European and U.K.-based African channels penetrate
Africa. Simply put, we facilitate channel market penetration to access TV, multi-screen or Internet audiences.
ECS offers two major African Broadcasting services:
1. For U.K., E.U. and U.S.-based Channels: Uplink from U.K. with Pan-African C-Band coverage enabling downlinking
of TV Channels in Africa with small dishes between 1.8-2.4m. Our platform opens the entire African Continent
and our turn-key solutions include Playout systems and Uplink stations enabling easy access for redistribution by
local broadcasters, Terrestrial TV, IPTV and more.
2. For African TV Channels: Uplink from Africa on C-Band providing coverage over all of Africa. Downlink in
Africa is able on very small dishes: 1.8-2.4m. Also, we offer downlink in U.K. for redistribution throughout Europe,
U.K. and the U.S. as well as an easy and inexpensive link to leading IPTV platforms for world-wide distribution.
ECS’ end-to-end solutions serve both business arenas from our U.K.-based ground services center with:
Uplink
Downlink
Playout
- Remote
- Fully Managed

Turnaround
Channel Management
Aggregation
Encryption
Video Monitoring

IPTV Platform Services
Market Specific Penetration Analysis
Market Advisory Services

Tailoring our services to customer requirements, ECS understands what it takes to provide high-quality services.
We meet all your needs and provide solutions in numerous formats because our unique business model brings
not only consultancy and market analysis but also the full set of technical knowhow required to establish and
deploy the best solution - even if it is one that was not expected. We enable you to expand your market potential.
We are on your side.

ECS: African Broadcast
& TV Channel Distribution

ECS is a top provider of End-to-End TV and radio distribution services
through premium satellite packages and leading cable operators that
enable broadcasters to strengthen their African business. Focusing
on broadcast solutions for African TV Channels and broadcasters,
we offer secure access to satellites, cable operators and terrestrial
packages for DTH, DTT and IPTV distribution. Our business networks
throughout Europe, Africa, the Middle East, North and South
America, Asia, and Australia provide complete turn-key solutions
via remote or fully managed playout, transmission via satellite, fiber
optic connections or over the Internet.
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